
READy Mini Concentrator
Read what you need
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Detailed insights helps you improve customer 
service
When it comes to customer service, one size does not 
fit all. Some customers demand extra services or deeper 
insights into their own consumption. With the READy Mini 
Concentrator, you can provide both private consumers and 
strategic commercial customers with the information they 
require and hereby improve satisfaction and customer 
service levels.

Transparency for private households
With the READy Mini Concentrator you can provide single  
consumers with a simple and cost-effective solution that 
delivers data from their meters directly to an app*, that lets 
your customers access data on their own, without taking up 
valuable time of the utility employees. 

This is especially useful if customers need meter data 
from summerhouses or other properties they do not attend 
regularly or if the customer is interested in monitoring 
their own consumption. It is also a great tool for avoiding 
disputes or if customers have questions regarding their bill, 
since they get a clear overview of their own consumption. 

* READy Mini Concentrator can provide meter data to consumers via a user 
portal or consumer app.

By combining your existing drive-by solution with READy Mini Concentrators placed at strategic customers or at strategic 
locations in your supply area, you can enrich your regular readings used for billing with more detailed information.  
A READy Mini Concentrator provides a simple setup, whether you need to read only a handful of meters in remote areas, 
want to supply selected customers with better insights on consumption, or need extra frequent data from strategic 
sensors and meters.

Improved customer service
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How to get started

The simple plug and play setup requires no complicated installation or configuration and is implemented with only three 
simple steps. Then, you can receive data from the chosen meters on a daily or hourly basis or even all the way down to 
5-minute intervals*.

1. Buy a READy Mini Concentrator

2. Install the concentrator with power supply and internet access

3. Open READy Manager and import the concentrator like any other network component

You can now see the READy Mini Concentrator in READy Manager and data from the meters within reach of the  
READy Mini Concentrator is read automatically. 

* To provide data with 5-minute intervals you need the READy Add-on, Priority Meters.   

Prevent leakages and water loss
By installing READy Mini Concentrators, strategic 
industrial and commercial customers can follow their own 
consumption. By getting frequent data from the meter, 
leakages can be detected faster which makes it easier 
to prevent water loss and lower the costs of potential 
consequential damage.

Instant access to data from strategically  
important meters
With the READy Mini Concentrator, you can combine 
your mobile meter reading with network-based readings 
of strategically important meters without the cost and 
planning required to establish a full communications 
network for your entire distribution area. 

Monitor the flow and lower the water loss
Install READy Mini Concentrators in pump stations and 
get continuously updated data on the volume you pump 
into a specific area. This lets you analyse the night-time 
consumption and will enable you to better catch leaks and 
minimise the water loss.

Learn more about your distribution network 
You can get access to detailed information about your 
distribution network by installing sensors and reading 
them through READy Mini Concentrators. You can monitor 
the pressure in your distribution network by installing one 
or more pressure sensors. Detailed knowledge about the 
pressure in the network helps you extend the lifetime of 
your pipes, lower your energy costs and reduce the loss 
from leakages*. 

* To realise the full benefit of installing pressure sensors, you need the 
READy Add-on, Priority Meters

A more transparent distribution network


